
What is the perfect food against cancer?

Vin Yasi, I’ve had to overcome congenital poor digestion & immunity.
Updated just now

Gold plus meditation. Neither one alone. But, both combined. For, each helps the other.

Meditation becomes more powerful when the body is fed pure gold leaf.

Meditation and devotion to service are both acts of seeking godhood.

Eating gold is a service to divine mind instilling within the personal mind of the individual
the cosmic mind of god.

This is why the pursuit of gold, alone, is ultimately a self-damaging process which
encourages greed, sloth and vanity more than anything else.

This is why the use of gold has to be redeemed by our selfless service to god - by way of
our daily meditations - to avoid the pitfalls of gold’s pursuit and retain its benefits.

BTW…

Siddhi powers, also known as: special powers or yogic feats, are equivalent to the
principles of Ayurvedic medicine (an ancient form of medical practice of timeless origin).

Vedic wisdom was transported to the Caucuses mountains north of India by Atlantean
missionaries shortly before Atlantis sunk beneath the ocean (75,000 years ago) to
preserve this knowledge in a place least likely to lose it.

This equivalency between the siddhis and Ayurvedic medicine is an indication of the
perfect nervous system of a perfected individual and, thus, qualifies that individual as a
siddha - a perfected human.

In other words, good health is a total cooperation between the body and its mind. Any
attempt to improve one will certainly demand improvement in the other.

It is not enough to want to do good or be good since a fool thinks likewise. It is the grace
of god’s foresight which prevents well-intentioned individuals from making foolish
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mistakes.

I think we can all agree that cancer is a mistake of the body.

Where is the mind located when the body is riddled with cancer? Out to lunch! (Having
abdicated its throne.)

Any mind which is so infatuated with the body that it forgets its divine purpose and
inheritance is a mind which is devoid of authority.

Without a mind in command of the body and its sensibilities, “a sucker is born every
minute” — to quote W.C. Fields,[1] and cancer is a villain who sees this opportunity to take
advantage of this vulnerability.

Fill your body and your mind with god to keep foolishness foreign to your nature.

Although not considered a food by the standards of conventional wisdom, just because
we are dumbfounded that such a suggestion should be taken seriously does not mean
that it is not a food any more than iron is not considered a nutrient important in our diet. It
is our own backward ignorance that is to blame - nothing more, nothing less.

Since gold is considered toxic in any quantity, and since it is also considered to be
relatively stable and inert, I find the best way to use it is in the form of pure gold wire of a
few inches in length curled into a flat coil and placed in the bottom of lemon juice - pure
lemon juice – along with another coil of pure silver wire also in a flattened shape. This
lemon juice can then be added to any other fruit or vegetable juice (after a sufficiently
short period of time to allow the essence of the gold to steep into the acidity of the lemon
juice liquid).

The use of gold addresses self-induced illnesses, or what we might call psychosomatic
illnesses - which are more inclusive than mere cancer alone, but - also include such things
as depression and Lou Gehrig’s disease (better known as ALS - amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis). All of these diseases (or illnesses if you prefer) are related to glutamate
overproduction in the brain (glutamic acid overproduction).

And of course, cancer is a pleomorphic disease arising out of innocent fungi located in the
large intestine morphing into viral cancers and capable of returning to their innocently
fungal status upon the impetus of their immediate environment, namely: the status of the
colon. Royal Raymond Rife substantiated this claim (which had been going around for a
while, but never had any evidence to back it up) when Royal invented his microscope
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which no one has duplicated since (nor surpassed).

Footnotes

[1] W C Fields
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Brian Lami · October 19

Gold is non-reactive on a chemical level. Gold is not toxic.
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Vin Yasi  · March 3

That’s not to say that gold may not have homeopathic potentials…? Just by its
presence alone…

Upvote Reply

Brian Lami · March 4

First of all, gold should only be consumed as gold flake or gold foil. Anything
stiffer than that will literally cut up your insides. Second, the only effect
consuming gold has on the body is to give you gilded shit. Third, cancer,Read More

Vin Yasi  · Thu

Gold Nanoparticles in Cancer Treatment -
PubMed
Colloidal gold has been studied for its potential
application in medicine for centuries. However,
synthesis and evaluation of various gold
nanoparticles have only recently been met with a

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/30452861/
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That article says “they’re studying it”, not “it works”. But for right now,
“Guilded shit”.
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Vin Yasi  · 4h ago

Every time you say gilded shit I get the distinct impression you’re trying
to convey a criticism when in reality that sounds more like a compliment!
Wouldn’t you rather live in a gilded cage especially if that cage is filledRead More
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